
Dear Clients -  
 
Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to work on this project for you! I had a lot of fun with the design 
and hope you like what you see! I know there's a lot of information in this email, but I want to make sure you have 
everything you need to carry out the designs for your space. First, I want to explain what each attachment is and 
how you can use them to make the design come to life: 
 
1. Open the CLIENT_ BEDROOM_ DESIGN BOARDS file. This is the vision board and the go-to document you will use 
when deciding what you want to purchase . You can use it as a reference when looking at the other documents and 
can use the assigned names for each item if you have any specific questions about them. 
 
2. Open the CLIENT_ ESTIMATE file. This is an excel document with live links to each item for easy purchase. It also 
has all the pertinent information for each product selection. You can order items individually through this 
document. Please note that it is a live document, so you can make changes if you'd like. 
 
3. Open the CLIENT_ BEDROOM_ FLOOR PLAN and the CLIENT_ BEDROOM_ ELEVATIONS files. These are essentially 
your space plans for all the items listed in the previous documents. Once you have ordered the items and they start 
getting delivered, this will help you in the installation process for each item.  
 
 
 
If you have questions yet, just wait! Hopefully I'll answer them in this next section - I want to give you a little more 
information about each specific item used in your design: 
 
- PAINT: The Paint Scheme I used in your design is as follows: 
Walls, Ceilings, Trim | WHITE: Benjamin Moore - Chantilly Lace OC-65 
Accent Wall behind bed | NAVY BLUE: Benjamin Moore - Hale Navy HC-154 
For walls and ceilings, use an eggshell finish. For door and window trim, use a semi-gloss finish.  
 
- IKEA WARDROBE: I personally customized the design for your Ikea Wardrobe (see IKEA CLOSET file attached). If 
you'd like to make changes to it, please let me know and we can talk through different options. If you'd like to 
purchase it as is, call or go to your local IKEA store and reference the number listed in the CLIENT_ ESTIMATE file or 
on the IKEA CLOSET file.  
 
- FLOOR MIRROR: In your design, I have this mirror mounted to the wall however feel free to keep it on the floor and 
lean it against the wall if you'd like, as it is designed to do either! 
 
- RUNNER - 2' X 8':  This was the perfect size runner for defining the space we want to use as your 'closet area'. It 
brings out the pops of warmth you see in the ottomans, pillow, + artwork and helps coordinate the room. (since it's 
so huge!) 
 
- ROOM DIVIDER: Although I didn't get your specific closet dimensions, I gathered it was small based on the need for 
a wardrobe. This Room Divider essentially sections off your 'closet area' and is a really easy + cheap way to get a 
'bigger closet.' It also helps hide Client's makeup vanity from sight. 
 
- FIDDLE LEAF TREE + TREE BASKET: The artificial fiddle leaf fig tree and the basket that acts as a container is a really 
great accessory for any space. I love the life that it adds to your room and placing it near the door so you see it as 
you walk into your bedroom gives a very inviting vibe! 
 
- VANITY MIRROR: I love the simplicity of a black-framed mirror...you just can't go wrong with it! Be sure to follow 
the dimensions listed on the CLIENT_ BEDROOM_ ELEVATIONS file when installing this mirror. Refer to the Vanity 
Sconces section below for more coordination information. 
 



- VANITY SCONCES, PLUG-IN: First I just have to say how much I LOVE that more manufacturers are providing cute 
plug-in sconces. They are great space savers when you need light, but don't want a table with a lamp or a floor lamp 
in your space. I wanted to note that these sconces in particular have a 6-ft. clear cord, and I recommend hiding the 
cords behind the mirror and then down behind the shelf to look the least messy.  
 
- MAKEUP ORGANIZER: This clear acrylic makeup organizer is perfect for keeping things organized + tidy, while still 
being able to see all your products! 
 
- FLOATING SHELF + BRACKETS: This set from Ikea comes with the white shelf + two brackets (original finish of the 
brackets are nickel). To coordinate best with the space, I included a link to purchase a Rustoleum Black Spray paint 
to use on those brackets before installation. I've used this particular spray paint plenty of times on items in my own 
house to get the finish I want and it works great! If you have questions on this part of the process, don't hesitate to 
let me know and I can direct you to helpful You-tube videos or how-to articles! 
 
- VANITY X-BENCH: I love this bench for the vanity! The X-base is cute and feminine and the pattern coordinates 
great with the space as a whole. 
 
- LANDSCAPE ART: This art is from an online store: Juniper Print Shop (I love following them on 
Instagram! @juniperprintshop) They have a really easy process for purchasing their art (and it's great because you 
get really amazing + beautiful pieces for a really great price!). What you purchase from them is a print and then they 
produce them so that you can purchase the super cheap frame from Ikea for easy (and have I said super cheap?) 
installation. Frames are honestly what cost the most when it comes to having nice art in your home, so they made 
this a very budget-friendly process! 
 
- WALL SCONCES: These bedside wall sconces are articulating, so you can move them closer to you if needed. I 
chose the black finish because these are also plug-in and have a black cord. With the dark navy accent wall, the 
cords will not be as obnoxious and will blend in with the wall! I personally love Navy + Black together and have the 
combination in my own home as well. 
 
- THROW PILLOWS: I love these throw pillows! The rust-colored oversized lumbar pillow is a really trendy color right 
now and I love the warmth it gives contrasted against the gray + white striped behind it. The lumbar pillow comes 
with the cover + insert, however the gray striped pillows are just the covers. I also always recommend the Ikea down 
inserts for throw pillows (they are extremely inexpensive - I will eat my hat if you can find a cheaper one of the same 
quality!) ...so you can get the perfect pillow chop! 
 
- NIGHTSTANDS: These nightstands were made for your bedroom! They are super shallow, but still wide enough to 
have plenty of space to set things on and the best part is they plug into the wall! The top folds up and you have 
access to an outlet and USB plug-ins inside the nightstand. The black wood finish coordinates great with the rest of 
the space as well! 
 
- OTTOMANS: I absolutely love these ottomans - the faux cognac-colored tufted leather gives a very sophisticated 
feel to the space and is perfect for any furry friends who will want to sleep close to you in the future! :) 
 
- DRAPERY: The pinstripe pattern on these drapery panels are to die for and the best part about them is that they 
are black-out (a MUST in a bedroom!). There are many ways to hang drapery, but my recommendation is to use clip 
rings. The CLIENT_ BEDROOM_ ELEVATIONS show the specific height the bottom of the rod should be hung at, and 
then I prefer to be able to stack each drapery panel on each side of the window, so as to not cover the window (as 
also shown in your elevations). This means that installing each end of the drapery rod around a foot past each edge 
of the window, but at the height recommended, should suffice. I also provided 7 clip rings per drapery panel - space 
them evenly when installing (around 8" apart). This can sometimes be a very complicated process, so again let me 
know if you have questions and I can send some YouTube videos or how-to articles! 
 



- RING TREE ART: Another really great way to get inexpensive art is to purchase digital downloads from Etsy - you're 
supporting a small business and you can find some amazing things on that site! Once you purchase them, you have 
to personally print them (I recommended printing through Shutterfly as they can do larger prints and I feel they 
have the best quality...I've also had really great customer service experience with them too) and then frame them. I 
love the Ikea black Ribba frames (I think I literally have 20 of them in my own house). They are really inexpensive, 
but have a very contemporary feel.  
 
- FLOOR LAMP: This floor lamp sets the scene for your bedroom since it's the first thing you'll see walking down the 
hallway! I love the shape and clear globe shade! 
 
- SIDE TABLE: This contemporary piece coordinates so well with the vignette that you'll see as soon as you walk in 
your bedroom door. It's the perfect size to keep a book or a candle and the finishes reflect what you will see in the 
rest of the space. The three-leg base makes it easy for it to be placed so close to the floor lamp, which is necessary 
to keep walkways clear to the far side of the bed. 
 
- ACCENT CHAIR: Chairs can get really expensive really fast, so I love that this one isn't breaking the bank and still has 

great style and looks extremely cozy + comfortable. It's the perfect mix of modern + laid-back to set the mood for 
your room! 
 
- AREA RUG - 8' X 10': An area rug this size works absolutely perfect in your bedroom, so be sure to align the edge of 
it as outlined in your CLIENT_ BEDROOM_ FLOOR PLAN file. This rug is 80% wool so it has some durability and is 
hand-woven which adds a great softness underfoot. The website has some great customer photos for better 
reference of what it might look like and do for your space! 
 
- ABSTRACT ART: Another great Juniper Print Shop piece, this abstract art pulls all the colors and tones used 
throughout the space together and fills the large wall it's housed on. This is another piece where they ship you the 
print and you buy the coordinating Ikea frame, so follow the same information as stated above in 'Landscape Art' for 
the installation process. 
 
 
That completes all the information you should need to paint your living room! If you have questions or need 
assistance in any way, I would be happy to schedule your 60 minute Zoom chat at this link. 
 
I would also love to be able to use this design as an example on my website if you are OK with that? If you also 
wouldn't mind reviewing your experience at this link I would SO appreciate it - it shouldn't take more than 10 
minutes! ;)  
 
Thank you again and can't wait to see your project come to life! 

 

 

 
 
 


